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China Summer
by peter k. bol

Jinhua, a prefecture composed of eight
counties in the middle of Zhejiang
Province—six hours by slow train south
of Shanghai—is hot and wet in June and
just plain hot in July. Still, getting 13 grad-
uate students working on Chinese history,
religion, and art history to spend a month
doing research on local history in the
field—instead of in the air-conditioned
stacks of the Harvard-Yenching Library—
turned out to be quite easy, and Harvard’s
Asia Center covered their costs. Earth-
watch, which recruits volunteers from
throughout the world to study the earth’s
cultural and biological diversity, also
sponsored our trip, sending two nine-per-
son teams that in-
cluded architects,
businesswomen,
administrators, and
artists. 

Our purposes
were multiple. We
wanted to docu-
ment groups of old
b u i l d i n g s — t h e
earliest dating to
the fourteenth cen-
tury—which had
once served as the
communal spaces
for village, family,
and religious life.
Decades of rebellion and war in the nine-
teenth and twentieth centuries, the im-
poverishment of the countryside in favor
of industrial investment in the 1950s, the
massive destruction of everything old and
private during the Cultural Revolution
years (1966-76), and the building boom in-
augurated by the new wealth of the 1990s
have decimated traditional village archi-
tecture, which is characterized by multi-
courtyard houses with whitewashed exte-
rior walls and great wooden columns and
beams supporting elaborate black-tile
roofs. The three- and four-story semi-
finished red-brick building is the hallmark
of most Jinhua villages today. Some towns
do care about preserving at least the best
examples of what is left, but rarely do they
get the financial support they need to re-

store and renovate what re-
mains, and their own means
are limited. We also hoped
our presence would draw
attention to a unique cul-
tural legacy—at a moment
when the pursuit of wealth
leaves few people with the
time to reflect on what is
being lost—and support
those local o∞cials and vil-
lagers who are trying to save
what they can.

We wanted further to
learn about the people who
lived in and around these
old buildings. I had begun
research on local cultural
history and settled on Jin-
hua as a case study in 1994,

less out of personal interest than out of a
conviction that the next generation of his-
torians of China needed to see the local as
part of the story of national history. Jinhua
had one advantage over many other places:
it had produced a number of literati who
were at once locally active and nationally
prominent, a combination that began to
become important in the twelfth century.
Like most of southeastern China, Jinhua
has more written sources than one person
can easily master even for the period I was

most interested in, the twelfth through
the fifteenth century. There are local his-
tories for every county dating back to the
twelfth century, hundreds of books by
local men and (a few) women, and thou-
sands of genealogies and family histories.
And, as I was to discover, there is an artis-
tic legacy: the remains of the great kilns
that flourished into the fourteenth cen-
tury, the painting and calligraphy of local
artists, the portraits of ancestors, and the
elaborate wood carvings that decorate
structures built between the seventeenth
and the mid-twentieth centuries. 

But the idea of going to Jinhua itself
did not at first appeal. A friend who had

Clockwise from top right: The village of
Yuyuan, Wuyi County. Detail of a lattice in
Luzhai, an example of the sort of work for
which the carvers of Dongyang gained
national fame. Chen Shouming at home,
Zhiyan, Lanxi. The ancestor portrait is
usually kept rolled up above the altar; he
let it down for the photograph.
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visited in 1985 found nothing but poor
provincial cities and impoverished towns,
with few historical sites well enough pre-
served to be open to the public. When I
did decide to go, in 1998, it was more to get
a sense of the landscape—Jinhua consists
of several broad flood plains amidst the
mountains—than with the expectation of

learning much about history. However,
two things had changed since 1985. First,
the central government decided to allow
the writing of the first local histories since
1949, and between 1987 and 1992 every
county in Jinhua published a new local
history, some more than a thousand pages
long. Second, every county was told to

identify the oldest histor-
ical buildings worthy of
preservation. Thus in
1998, with a camera, a list
of old buildings, and an
introduction to a profes-
sor at Zhejiang Normal
University, I made my
way to Jinhua with a re-
quest to be allowed to
spend a few days travel-
ing around to see the old-
est surviving buildings.

It was not until the
third day of that
trip, on a visit to
Tower of Culture
Village (Wenlou
cun) in Yongkang
County, that I dis-
covered what the
new local histories
did not discuss.
The old ancestral
hall I wanted to
visit dated back to
the sixteenth cen-
tury, to the time of
Cheng Zi (1499-
1586), a student of
the great philoso-
pher Wang Yang-
ming (1472-1528),
and of his son
Cheng Zhengyi
(1531-1610), who
passed the civil-ser-
vice examinations
and became a high
o∞cial. This time,

instead of merely taking pictures of the
building, I asked the inhabitants their
names. They were all Chengs, descendants
of Cheng Zhengyi. Within minutes they
had brought out a newly published family
genealogy, the first revision since 1949, and
after that came portraits of their ancestors
and an invitation to visit the family graves.
It turned out that almost everyone in the
village was a member of the Cheng lineage.

At this point I stopped focusing so
much on the old buildings and began to
ask about the families who lived in them.
The architecture of the county villages
came alive: the buildings no longer ap-
peared to be the residue of a bygone era—
a traditional China that modernization is
erasing—but an integral part of a dynamic
society. As we have discovered, the
Chengs were not unique. In every village,
people are competing to update their ge-
nealogies, a di∞cult process since the Red
Guards of the Cultural Revolution made a
point of burning all the genealogies and
ancestor portraits they could confiscate.

This year, we went to Jinhua with a
mission: to create a visual record of build-
ings—through panorama and still photog-
raphy and digital video—for a digital
atlas, or GIS (geographic information sys-
tem), of the research sites; and to learn as
much as we could about the history of the
social, cultural, and religious life of the vil-
lages and the lineages that had built them.
Some of the sites, such as Luzhai in
Dongyang County, were the compounds
of great local families, now restored and
treated as museums. Others, such as
Zhiyan Village in Lanxi County, were
poor farming villages trying to find the
means to restore their ancestral halls and
temples. Still others, such as Yuyuan in
Wuyi County, were once well-to-do vil-
lages filled with old courtyard houses now
refurbished with an eye to attracting
tourists. Each site was di≠erent—in fact,
once we began to make systematic com-
parisons, we began to see how great the
di≠erences in local architecture were—
and each had its own history. In all of
them the families welcomed us and our in-
trusive cameras into their homes and were
extraordinarily generous with their time
and with their historical records; in fact,
our most unexpected expense was the

J O H N  H A R VA R D ’ S  J O U R N A L

Top: Roof lines,
Luzhai in Dongyang.
Left: Beam structure
and bracket carving
in the Lu family com-
pound, Luzhai,
Dongyang. The
county retains a
thriving building and
carving industry.    
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cost of copying the massive genealogies
loaned to us.

Our days began with a 6:30 breakfast,
followed by a long and sometimes rough
trip to a village. Eventually we figured out
how to organize ourselves. First came an
initial walk-through and introductions to
local leaders. Then the mapping team
would start on the most important or
most interesting buildings. The video
team would start to roam the streets. The
GIS team would register the longitude
and latitude of the town and climb a
mountain to take overview shots. Two or
three still-camera teams—a photographer
and a note taker—would be assigned to
photograph buildings systematically and
the panorama team would set up for its
shots. Two students would wander o≠ in
search of shrines and temples and the peo-
ple who were responsible for rebuilding
them (usually elderly women who had
been charged with this responsibility in a
dream), and everyone else would begin in-
terviewing the village leaders and elders.
But sorting and archiving photo docu-
mentation, knitting together the panora-
mas, typing up interview notes, scanning
maps, and backing up all the computers
kept us busy until late at night. We all
learned to sleep on the bus.

We also learned that what we saw was
not a remnant of the past, but a revival of
interest in the past. As the author of a
newly revised genealogy explained, after
the depredations of the Cultural Revolu-
tion and the recovery of prosperity, every
town wants to update its local history and
every family wants to update its genealogy.

But why? Our explanation goes some-
thing like this: During the first 40 years of
its existence, the People’s Republic of
China sought to create a highly central-
ized state which would command the
economy, define social status, suppress re-
ligion, break down extended kinship net-
works, monopolize culture, and control
the distribution of wealth. From an his-
torical perspective, this was a clear break
in practice with the past: traditionally, de-
spite the autocratic behavior of some em-
perors, the power of the central state and
its local officials was matched by the abil-
ity of prominent local families to lead the
community by building schools, sponsor-
ing religious institutions, investing in

local infrastruc-
ture, and defend-
ing their locale
from lawlessness
and banditry.

In southeastern
China, the most
successful of these
families formed a
local elite, inter-
married, and pre-
pared their sons
for the extremely
competitive na-
tional civil-service
examinations; oc-
casionally, one of
the sons became
an o∞cial. Their
commitment to education as a means of
rising in status (although it is clear that
they invested in trade as well) created a
stratum of local literati who gained local
and sometimes even national fame as
teachers, writers, philosophers, artists,
and doctors. Essential to these families’
survival was their ability to maintain
di≠erent levels of community over ex-
tended periods of time. Ancestral halls
provided the common space in which lin-
eages and their various branches made of-
ferings to their ancestors and placed the
spirit tablets of the deceased; genealogies
registered individuals’ membership in the
lineage; shrines and temples of local gods
(the spirits of local men and women in
many cases) provided a locus for commu-
nity worship; clan schools provided a
basic education and private academies
schooled a smaller proportion of young
men in high culture. All these institutions
came under attack by the People’s Repub-
lic precisely because they impeded the
government’s e≠ort to create a state in
which everyone’s primary loyalty would
be to nation and party. 

What is happening today in many places
throughout China is a recovery of a degree
of local independence, space in which lin-
eages and communities can gain some de-
gree of autonomy—sometimes with the
support of local governments, and some-
times against their will. In the countryside
in particular, the forms of community that
villagers themselves can construct, inde-
pendent of the state and party, are those

that existed before 1949: the lineage, with
its genealogies and ancestral halls, and the
shrines and temples of local gods. Every
lineage we visited was updating its geneal-
ogy, if it had not already done so. Some of
them were even building new ancestral
halls (now called “memorial halls” to cir-
cumvent the prohibition on building new
ancestral halls) and “taking back” shrines

Top: Graduate student Chen Wen-yi inter-
views an elder of the Lu family, part of the
committee that updated the family genealogy.
Above: Peter Bol confers with the younger
Lis, Lizhai, Dongyang.
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and temples that were destroyed to avoid
the prohibition on building new religious
sites. We should not expect families to
build great wooden and stone houses, in-
stead of the cheaper brick and cement
“Western-style” houses of today, but it did
not take us long to discover that the grand
new four-story buildings that at first
looked so out of place in the countryside
were, in fact, the contemporary version of
the great houses built by successful lineage

members in the past. The di≠erence is that,
in place of the traditional horizontal exten-
sion, there is a vertical extension, with sep-
arate apartments, rather than separate
courtyards, for the descendants.

There is a China of great urban centers,
like Shanghai and Beijing, that already
rival the great cities of Japan, the United
States, and Europe. But our summer’s
work in Jinhua reminds us that there is
also another China, a place less familiar to

us, that is no less vital and no less inter-
esting.

Peter K. Bol is Carswell professor of East Asian
languages and civilizations. He is also serving a
three-year term as a director of this magazine,
nominated by the dean of the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences. The material gathered during his recent
trip will eventually become available on the web-
site of a new course on the past thousand years of
Chinese history as seen from the local perspective.
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First Impression
Anna harkey’s cylinder seal, when
rolled across damp clay, yields an autobi-
ography in relief. The image includes her
name in English, the year she was born
(1982), the year she graduated from high
school (2001)—which is also the year she
made the seal (as a student in Professor
Irene Winter’s freshman seminar on the
archaeology and art of cylinder seals in
the ancient Near East)—and the year she
will graduate from the College (2005); a
Harvard shield with the date 1636; a
cuneiform symbol found on Mesopo-
tamian seals of royalty; a sun to reflect
her love of nature; dancers—with one
holding a pot, representing her interest
in the performing arts and pottery (she
was involved in seven productions fresh-
man year, as actress, set designer, et
cetera, and she likes to throw pots on her
mother’s wheel); the flag of the United
States with the date 1776 (the flag back-
wards by mistake); a cross to symbolize
her (Christian) religion, with one of her
favorite verses from the Bible (Joshua 1.9:
“Have I not commanded you? Be strong
and courageous.…”); and an attempt at

“Anna” in Mayan glyphs because of her
interest in Meso-American archaeology
(she subsequently learned that she got
some of this wrong, too). Harkey made
the seal because one of the eight students
in the seminar said that she and others in
another class had attempted to make
seals, it hadn’t worked, and there was no
point in trying.

Cylinder seals appeared in Mesopo-
tamia in the fourth millennium b.c.e. and
continued in use for administrative
and other purposes for more than
3,000 years, until parchment as a
writing surface came along. They
o≠er archaeologists clues to many
aspects of ancient Near Eastern life,
from religion to economics.

Winter is Boardman professor of
fine arts and has a special interest
in the art of Mesopotamia. When
the Harvard University Art Muse-
ums recently obtained a collection
of cylinder seals, she was intrigued
by the new arrivals, a passion she
was prepared to pass around. Ac-
cording to the handbook describing
the Freshman Seminar Program, the
seminars  “share only the assump-

tions that the work being done is elective
for both the seminar leader and the stu-
dents, that the investigations will require
a good deal of independent work on the
part of the freshmen who enroll, and that
the students and the seminar leader will
be actively engaged in intellectual pur-
suits of mutual interest.” Winter put her
freshmen to work attempting to date and
otherwise document the seals.

The Freshman Seminar Program will

A modern version of an ancient object.
Mesopotamian seal carvers worked in stone
such as alabaster, marble, hematite, and
quartz, but Anna Harkey assayed the art
form using clay. She chose deep blue clay
to suggest lapis lazuli, a gemstone the
ancients did sometimes obtain from abroad
and use for seals.
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